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From M2M to IoT

IoT has tremendous potential to solve serious, complex problems, from organizing city
traffic to digitizing manufacturing. But the technology is still young, and most deployments are proofs of concept with small or nonexistent revenue streams and murky business cases for those eager to participate.
This isn’t unusual. According to the Gartner
Hype Cycle for IoT 2018, IoT is just about to
enter the “trough of disillusionment”.
In the case of IoT, like many young technologies, there is not yet a clear and proven
business model. Gartner believes IoT is still
several years away from the “plateau of productivity,” when a technology starts generating significant, sustainable revenues.
Before we dive into business models
for IoT, however, we should first look at
machine-to-machine communications, more
commonly known as M2M and is, arguably,
the technology from which IoT evolved.
Traditional M2M solutions typically have
dedicated devices that generate a specific

type of data transmitted through a proprietary or industry-specific protocol to a given
M2M application. The solution as such is built
according to the concept of one, pre-defined
value chain, and if the generated business
value (in terms of OPEX reductions or revenue increases) exceeds the costs introduced
by the value chain, then we have a positive
business case.
Currently, M2M revenue streams are,
for the most part, small and isolated. IoT
is a much more expansive, interconnected
technology, so to justify the much larger
investment, we need to find multiple ways to
monetize IoT device capabilities and data.
Ultimately, we envision an evolving ecosys-

tem centered around an IoT infrastructure.
Essentially, this is a transition from vertical
silos to a platform-driven approach, which is
not only a different technology concept, but
also a new approach to business model and
business case development.
Any viable IoT monetization model will
require multiple players to take advantage
of connectivity, data, devices and applications for multiple use cases to create value.
In other words, for IoT to succeed, we need
sustainable business models that benefit
every stakeholder in healthy ecosystems.

Figure 1: From M2M to IoT

IoT Platform
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IoT ecosystems
In a biological ecosystem, all the living and non-living elements create a system that sustains itself. An IoT ecosystem works in much the same way, with each player in the system linked to others through value streams.
If it’s a healthy ecosystem, stakeholders add mutually beneficial value because business models of each stakeholder complement one another.
These value streams don’t always have to be in monetary terms. For instance, innovation and trust often don’t come with a price tag but nevertheless deliver value to stakeholders who prize them.

Figure 2: IoT Ecosystem Business Logics (illustrative)
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Let's look at a connected transport system. In such scenario, several
sensors and devices such as traffic lights, traffic and parking sensors, environmental sensors, but also vehicles such as buses, shared
e-bikes are connected via an IoT platform, which provides access to
both the device capabilities and the collected data in a structured,
traceable and secure manner. Correlated data from the connected
sensors, vehicles and other sources can be leveraged to create value
for stakeholders in this ecosystem. This data may help the city to
identify the most urgent and efficient infrastructure investments,

public transport operators to increase operational efficiency, and
shared e-bike companies and parking service providers to increase
their revenues. Emergency services and logistics companies may also
benefit from green traffic light services in certain situations.
It takes all of these players working together – from device
makers to traffic authorities and IoT platform vendors – to create a
healthy ecosystem that benefits everyone.
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IoT stakeholder roles
Now, let’s take a closer look at the components of a strong IoT ecosystem, starting with
the five basic stakeholder roles:
—— IoT Ecosystem Anchor: This is typically a single organization
that drives a functional vision, and defines policies and rules for
IoT system usage and governance. It also provides key assets
and potentially develops the ecosystem. Examples include a
city government or traffic authority in a connected transport
ecosystem, or for a smart building ecosystem, a facility management company.

—— IoT Service Enablers: Providing platform services and connectivity for the IoT ecosystem, these players include IT integrators
and communication service providers. This is a key enabler role,
as the IoT platform provides the required functionality and connectivity for the IoT ecosystem players to realize their business
models. Without this connectivity, there’s no IoT ecosystem at
all.

—— IoT Device and Data Providers: Multiple stakeholders may provide
devices to the IoT ecosystem. Connected devices from device and
data providers such as traffic light vendors, parking service providers, or weather bureaus, generate data and expose device capabilities that can create business value. Device and data providers may
decide to charge for this data and new capabilities, or others may
provide it for free in return for other benefits.

—— IoT Service Users: Many of these players in the IoT ecosystem
will benefit in one way or another from consuming data, typically in an enriched form. They pay for this data, related insights
or created IoT services. In a connected transport IoT ecosystem,
emergency services, insurance companies, logistics firms and
even citizens take on the role of IoT Service Users.

—— IoT Service Creators: These participants provide related applications and other value-added services, such as alarms and notifications or even automation services. They can also create important,
valuable insights through data aggregation and analysis.

Figure 3: Five IoT Ecosystem Stakeholder Roles
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Digital business model innovation

In their groundbreaking book “The Business Model Navigator”, O. Gassmann, K. Frankenberger and M. Csik show that more than 90 percent of all business model innovations in
the last 150 years have actually been combinations and industry adaptations of 55 fundamental business model patterns. That said, we do occasionally see completely new
business model patterns emerge, typically as a result of technology leaps.

Figure 4: Digital Business Model Innovation
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Source: Geschäftsmodelle im IoT, Bosch-Lab, Fleisch, Weinberger, Wortmann, 2014 + Ericsson

Around 1995, static, hyperlinked web pages were introduced as part
of the Internet. Called Web 1.0, companies leveraged these pages for
business models such as ecommerce and freemium. Web 2.0 arrived
about a decade later, when Internet users gained the ability to create
content and interact with others through social media and other platforms. Business models that emerged include user design, where customers are enabled and supported primarily through web platforms,
crowd sourcing and crowd funding.
We see the emergence of IoT as yet another driver of digital
business model innovation, because it enables access to high
resolution data about physical assets in industries that have previously not had a significant digital component. These developments
are fueling models such as:
—— Pay-per-use and performance-based contracting: Users are
charged for the actual usage of certain products and services or
even for measured performance or outcome.
—— Digitally charged products: Digital value-added services or
even lock-in mechanisms are implemented on top of physical
products.
—— Hardware as a service: A model in which, for example, IoT sensors are not sold as products, but are implemented as a means
to create revenue based on the data they generate.
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Looking ahead, the imminent introduction of 5G for mobile networks
may create yet another wave of digital business model innovation,
because 5G will introduce much more cost-efficient IoT communications, on top of real-time, mobile and contextual interaction between
devices and in device-to-device communications. The combination
of 5G, IoT and high-resolution data has the potential to digitally
transform what were previously almost exclusively physical industries by enabling new digital monetization concepts.
IoT platforms will serve not only as means to connect various IoT
devices to a broad range of applications, but also as enablers to support digital business model innovation centered around digitally-enabled monetization concepts. These concepts include:
—— Availability-based monetization: A provider charges for the
availability of a device, software or service to other stakeholders
within the IoT ecosystem independently of whether the device
or service is actually used.
—— Data-based monetization: A customer pays for the data
generated by a device instead of for the device itself.

—— Usage-based monetization: A customer pays for the usage of
an IoT device instead of for its availability. There are typically no
restrictions imposed on the usage.
—— Performance-based monetization: A customer pays for the
performance of an IoT device or service according to a service
level agreement (SLA).
—— Value-based monetization: A customer pays for a
pre-defined value-added service or business value instead of
paying for involved assets or their performance.
To develop an ecosytem, begin with the identification of the most
suitable combination of monetization concepts for all relevant assets,
which could include a mix of physical and digital products and services. All parameters related to monetization must be digitally identified, measured and documented, which is a critical function of any
underlying IoT platform.
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IoT platforms as
digital business model enablers

The IoT platform will form the technical foundation for any IoT implementation, so make
sure it has the capabilities required to make your business model successful.

Monetization Engine
Device & Data Management
Connectivity Management

Service Level Monitoring

Digital Marketplace

Security & Data Privacy

Figure 5: IoT Platform Functionalities

1. Connectivity, device and data management
First, it needs to provide strong connectivity, device and data
management. IoT implementations increasingly involve a
massive number of connected sensors. To keep costs low, the
platform will need to provide a high level of management automation and the ability to onboard devices without manual intervention.

4. Security and data privacy policy management
Security and privacy are also key features. Data and device
access is crucial for digitally-enhanced or enabled business
models, but without proper security, a large IoT implementation
could be a disaster waiting to happen. Imagine the damage one
could do by hacking into an IoT-powered traffic management
system or energy plant.

2. Monetization engine
Any IoT platform must include a built-in monetization engine
to identify, measure and charge for transactions. This engine
should also support agile implementation in order to quickly test
and adopt new business models.

5. IoT service level monitoring
The performance of the IoT platform and connectivity is critical
to the success of IoT business models. Therefore, the IoT Service Enabler must be able to monitor API calls, latencies or other
parameters, prove this performance to all ecosystem stakeholders, as well as take corrective actions when needed.

3. Developers’ environment and digital marketplace
The inclusion of a developer environment and digital marketplace can really help jumpstart the growth of an IoT ecosystem,
because they allow device providers, application providers and
diverse types of service providers to easily collaborate and add
value.
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Putting everything together:
A systematic approach to IoT business modeling

When it comes time to put everything together, we propose a systematic, four-step
approach to business modeling in complex IoT ecosystems. This approach can serve
as the basis of a partly iterative series of workstreams to analyze a given IoT business
opportunity, identify or create the system of business models, and verify whether there is
a viable business case.

Figure 6: Four Steps to IoT Business Modeling
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Step 1 – Value proposition analysis: Begin by identifying the Ecosystem Anchor and the other key stakeholders of your IoT ecosystem,
and conduct a value proposition analysis for each key stakeholder,
including consumers, if appropriate. The goal is to document the most
relevant “jobs to be done” by each player, followed by pains and gains
and how they could be addressed. Create detailed customer profiles
to prepare for the value proposition analysis and make a list of all products and services to be monetized.
Step 2 – Stakeholder relationship analysis: In this step, define the
business relationships in terms of who delivers what to whom.
Step 3 – Stakeholder IoT business modeling: Begin with an analysis and documentation of the different monetization strategies the
key stakeholders may want to apply for the services they will pro-
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vide. It’s critical that all business models are complementary to one
another. Together with the results from the value proposition and
stakeholder analysis, this analysis will help formulate wthe business
model for each key stakeholder.
Step 4 – Value and revenue flow aggregation: The final step is to
create a table documenting all value streams flowing through the IoT
platform together with the parameters that need to be measured to
implement monetization models. Once this is complete, you should
know whether there will be enough revenue in the IoT ecosystem to
justify its creation.
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Keys to IoT business success

Expectations are high for IoT, and we have no doubt that this emerging technology will live up to its promise to solve complex problems
and create substantial business opportunities.
Revenue streams from single IoT use cases are often small, so the
key to commercial success lies in a mindset of value co-creation and
always being on the lookout for new ways to monetize assets.
IoT ecosystems will need to grow fast and constantly re-invent themselves to adapt in quickly changing digital markets.
The digital giants of today have proven the efficacy of this approach,
and IoT will now also open up this digital route to success for more
traditional industries selling physical products.
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